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In my second year of college, one of my assignments was to
make a one minute stop-motion animation with at least a sem-
blance of structure. It was college so of course I left it to the last

minute but I knew what I wanted to do. I wanted to recreate the
Mexican standoff sequence from ‘The Good, The Bad and The Ugly’
replacing the three main characters with three different country
coins (a US cent, a Kuwaiti 100 fil and 5 Rupee coin). I shot it on
the floor of my room and clued the bottom of each coin to the floor
to make them stand on their own. It was nothing but constant back-
and-forth cuts mixed in with the occasional close-up (just like the
movie itself) while Ennio Morricone’s theme song blared in the
background. It took me three days to finish editing the 160+ pic-
tures together but it earned me an A (the execution I was told was
too straightforward). It was the most amateur a stop-motion film
can get but that assignment really gave me a new found apprecia-
tion for the art of stop-motion and the pain-staking process the
creators go through to make them.  

‘Isle of Dogs’, Wes Anderson’s second stop-motion feature, may
not break any new ground for popular auteur but that never
stopped it from being an absolute treat. Opening with Anderson’s
quintessential voice over narration detailing the story’s background
and following it with an opening credit sequence booming with
drums and Japanese laden texts, Anderson proves that no matter
the material, he still hasn’t lost his touch of propelling you into a
strange, unique world. And what a truly unique place it is.

What happened to ‘man’s best friend’? 
The last 75 years of cinema has shown Japan in a multitude of

ways. Akira Kurosawa’s most popular works were based around
rural, historic legends, Yasujiro Ozu’s ‘Tokyo Story’ is probably the
greatest film on the struggles of city living ever made and even ec-
centric mad men like Gasper Noe gave us ‘Enter The Void’ which
was a drug-infused four hour trip through the streets of Japan. An-
derson’s take is more of an infusion of the legendary Japanese cine-

matic figures of the 50’s mixed with the director’s own stylistic
framing that has made him so popular both among mainstream and
artistic circles. 

The story is set in and around the fictional Japanese city of
Megasaki City which is currently governed by the tyrannical hand
of Mayor Kobayashi. It is some time in the future and Japan is
forced to resort to a Trash Island for their waste management
needs. Alongside this, a mysterious fever is spreading among the
local canine population and citizens fear they too will soon be in-
fected with the disease. Drastic measures are sort and a decree is
made that banishes all dogs, pets and strays alike, to Trash Island. It
is all set to a symphonic-like rhythm that pulsates along to create an
immensely memorable film filled with all the quirky, strange and ad-
mirable characters you will only find in a Wes Anderson feature. 

Chief (Bryan Cranston) a weary abandoned stray has trust issues
and leads a pack that consists of four other domesticated pets
named Rex, King, Boss and Duke. Nutmeg (Scarlett Johansson) is
one of island’s most desirable female dogs but she doesn’t want to
bring a litter into this new filthy world. There’s also Jupiter and Ora-
cle, an odd pair we meet only later in the film but they still leave
their paw prints on the plot. There’s a bunch of human characters as
well. Atari Kobayashi, the Mayor’s son and hero of our story, crash
lands into Trash Island to find his dog Spots; Tracy Walker (Greta
Gerwig) an American foreign exchange student leads a rebellion
against the Mayor and his dictatorial policies and of course Inter-
preter Nelson (Francis McDormand) whom without which we
wouldn’t understand much of what is being said. 

That is because there are no subtitles for the Japanese. As stated
before the opening credits “all Japanese dialect in this film will be
either be spoken by an interpreter or made understandable through
dog-related tech”.  It is a strange decision especially with some
scenes having two or more characters conversing in Japanese for a
little too long. It is meant to help you relate with our doggie charac-
ters as they too don’t understand Japanese and if you’re observant
enough, nothing truly gets lost in these exchanges. However, I
wished they incorporated some way of translation without the in-

terpreter as the slightly lengthy tirades in Japanese may hinder the
overall enjoyment of a few scenes for some. 

Stop-motion at its best 
This point is the only actual criticism I had of the film because the

overall result is nothing short of incredible. So many sequences left
me awed at the sheer mastery of stop-motion animation on display.
This is Anderson’s second rodeo in this department after 2009 ‘Fan-
tastic Mr Fox’ and it is clear he’s learned much since then. ‘Fox’ was a
great feature of course but ‘Isle of Dogs’ could very well be the best,
most creative take on this animation technique ever put on film
(sorry Henry Selick fans). There are shots here that would be jaw-
dropping even if they weren’t captured in stop-motion. So much so
that even Anderson shows restrains with his usual camera-panning
movements and lets the amazing set-production and details remain
in focus. One example of this was a 30 second long sequence of a
chef preparing a traditional Japanese meal. I won’t spoil the details
of it here because it truly must be seen to be believed.  

Stellar animation alone cannot carry any film but here thankfully
all the voice actors bring a remarkable amount of depth to their
performances -Cranston in particular. There’s a point in the movie
where Chief’s pack is reminiscing about the favorite meal they ever
had. It is fairly ordinary until they get to Chief. Everything stops and
Cranston details a short but emotional tale of what turned out to be
his best and last actual meal. It is so oddly captivating you’ll forget
the actor is talking through a toy-size dog puppet. So much of the
voice acting has this affect. Young Japanese actor Koyu Rankin who
plays Atari also gives a fine performance that will make you believe
you’re watching a live-action feature.    

‘Isle of Dogs’ is a greater sum of all its moving parts. It effort-
lessly pulls you in and Anderson’s world-building capabilities have
never been better. I couldn’t help but draw comparisons to his ear-
lier feature ‘The Darjeeling Express’ which was also set in a foreign
country. He incorporated so much of the local dialect, culture and
atmosphere into that film - something he does even better here.
Alexandre Desplat returns to provide a stellar soundtrack and the
inclusion of Japanese writer Kunichi Nomura helps flesh out the
world even further. The ending was maybe a missed opportunity to
do something different but “doing something different” isn’t really
highlighted in this director’s playbook. For as original as his cre-
ations turn out to be, they still are unashamedly ‘a Wes Anderson
film’ and sometimes, that’s all you need.
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